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Design and analysis of FIR digital filter based on Matlab 

   This thesis will deal with the effect of a digital filter based on Matlab. I will use 

window function, frequency sampling, and convex optimization method to design FIR 

filter, and also map out the figure of the characteristics of a filter. By using the filter, I 

will compare the time domain waveform and frequency spectrum before and after 

filtering sum of sinusoidal functions.  
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Abstract 

   In digital control system, interference, which is mixed in the input signal, has a 

great influence on the performance of the system. Therefore, processing of input 

signal has to be done to get useful signal. Finite impulse response (FIR) filter plays an 

important role in the processing of digital signal. Designing the FIR filter by Matlab 

can simplify the complicated computation in simulation and improve the 

performance. By using the methods of window function, frequency sampling and 

convex optimization techniques, the design of FIR filter has been processed by 

Matlab. In the view of the designed program of Matlab and I can get the 

amplitude-frequency characterization. By using the FIR digital filters which have 

been designed to process the input signal based on the Matlab function, the filtering 

effect of different digital filters is analyzed by comparing the signal’s 

amplitude-frequency diagrams which have been generated. The experimental results 

show that the FIR filters designed in this paper are effective. 

 

   Key words: FIR filter, Matlab, window function, frequency sampling, 

optimization, amplitude-frequency characterization. 
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1 The digital filter 

1.1 Introduction of digital filter 

   The digital filter is a discrete system, and it can do a series of mathematic 

processing to the input signal, and therefore obtain the desired information from the 

input signal. The transfer function for a linear, time-invariant, digital filter is usually 

expressed as 

 ( )  
∑    

   
   

  ∑    
   

   

 , 

where ai and bi are coefficients of the filter in Z-transform. 

 

   There are many kinds of digital filters, and also many different ways to classify 

them.  

 

   According their function, the FIR filters can be classified into four categories, 

which are lowpass filter, highpass filter, bandpass filter, and bandstop filter. 

 

   According to the impulse response, there are usually two types of digital filters, 

which are finite impulse response (FIR) filters and infinite impulse response (IIR) 

filters.  

 

   According to the formula above, if ai is always zero, then it is a FIR filter, 

otherwise, if there is at least one none-zero ai, then it is an IIR filter. Usually we need 

three basic arithmetic units to design a digital filter, which are the adder, the delay, 

and the multiplier. 

 

   The following are several steps of designing a digital filter: 

1. Make sure of the property of a digital filter according to the given 

requirements. 

2. Use a discrete linear time-invariant system function to approach to the 

properties. 

3. Make use of algorithms to design the system function. 

4. Use a computer simulation or hardware to achieve it. 

1.2 FIR filter 

   The finite impulse response (FIR) filter is one of the most basic elements in a 

digital signal processing system, and it can guarantee a strict linear phase frequency 

characteristic with any kind of amplitude frequency characteristic. Besides, the unit 

impulse response is finite; therefore, FIR filters are stable system. The FIR filter has a 
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broad application in many fields, such as telecommunication, image processing, and 

so on. 

 

   The system function of FIR filter is  

 ( )  ∑  [ ]   
      , 

where L is the length of the filter, and h[ ] is the impulse response. 

1.3 IIR filter 

   The infinite impulse response (IIR) filter is recursive structure, and it has a 

feedback loop. The precision of amplitude frequency characteristic is very high, and 

IIR filters are not linear phase. 

1.4 Comparison of FIR and IIR 

(1) Under the same conditions as in the technical indicators, output of the IIR filter 

has feedback to input, so it can meet the requirements better than FIR. The storage 

units are less than those of IIR, the number of calculations is also less, and it’s more 

economical. 

 

(2) The phase of FIR filter is strictly linear, while the IIR filter is not. The better the 

selectivity of IIR filter is, the more serious the nonlinearity of the phase will be. 

 

(3) The FIR filter is non-recursive structure, finite precision arithmetic error is very 

small. While IIR filter is recursive structure, and parasitic oscillation may occur in the 

operation of IIR filter. 

 

(4) Fast Fourier Transformation can be used in FIR filter, while IIR cannot. 

 

(5)The IIR filter can make use of the formulas, data and tables of the analog filter, and 

only a small amount of calculation. While FIR filter design may always make use of 

the computer to calculate, and the order of FIR filter could be large to meet the design 

specifications. 
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2 Simulation of electronic communication 

system 

2.1 The concept of telecommunications and electronic systems 

simulation 

   System simulation technology refers to computer simulation technology, which 

developed since 1970 combining modern computers and simulation software. 

Computer simulation has high precision, versatility, good repeatability, rapid 

modeling and low cost advantages. Especially in recent years, Matlab, a scientific 

computing and system simulation language, is developed rapidly. It’s much more 

convenient to use and operate other than traditional C or C++ language. 

 

   So-called electronic communication system simulation is the use of the computer 

on the physical model or mathematical model of actual electronic communication 

systems testing, analysis and study of this model test on an actual system performance 

and operating state. When a pilot study in actual electronic communication system is 

more difficult or impossible to achieve, the simulation technology has become an 

inevitable choice. 

2.2 Steps of computer simulation 

(1) Analyze the simulation system 

(2) Build a system mathematical model 

(3) Collect data 

(4) Establish simulation model on computer 

(5) Verify the simulation model 

(6) Confirm the simulation model 

(7) Design simulation experiment 

(8) Run the computer simulation model 

(9) Analyze results of the simulation 
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3 Brief introduction to Matlab 

3.1 Matlab 

   Matlab is released by the The MathWorks companies in the United States, it 

mainly focus on scientific computing, visualization and interactive program designed 

high-tech computing environment. Numerical analysis, matrix calculation, scientific 

data visualization and nonlinear dynamic system modeling and simulation, and many 

other powerful features are integrated in an easy-to-use Windows environment. 

Matlab provides a comprehensive solution for scientific research, engineering design 

and many other scientific fields. It represents the advanced level in current 

international scientific computing software world. 

3.2 Advantages of Matlab 

 The working platform of programming environment is friendly  

 Easy-to-use programming language  

 Data processing power is very strong 

 Powerful image processing capabilities 

 Collection of modules Toolbox wide range of applications 

 The program interface is very practical and publishing platform 

 Developing the user interface 

3.3 CVX 

   CVX is a very new modeling system based on matlab, and it always works in 

convex optimization. CVX supports a lot of standard problem types, such as linear 

and quadratic programs, second-order cone programs, and semi-definite programs. 

What’s more, CVX can solve convex optimization problems, which is very useful in 

designing FIR filters in my thesis. It is convenient to use CVX to formulate and solve 

constrained norm minimization, determinant maximization, entropy maximization, 

and other convex programs. 
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4 Design of FIR filter 

   It is necessary to specify passband(s), stopband(s), and transition band(s) when 

designing a frequency-selective filter. In passband(s), frequencies are needed to be 

passed unattenuated. In stopband(s), frequencies needs to be passed attenuated. 

Transition band(s) contain(s) frequencies which are lying between the passband(s) 

and stopband(s). Therefore, the entire frequency range is split into one or even more 

passbands, stopbands, and transition bands.  

 

   In practical, the magnitude is not necessary to be constant in the passband of a 

filter. A small amount of ripple is usually allowed in the passband. Similarly, the filter 

response does not to be zero in the stopband. A small, nonzero value is also tolerable 

in the stopband. We can see some ripples in the following picture. 

 

Figure 4-1 amplitude-frequency characteristic of lowpass filter 

 

   As the figure shows, the transition band of the filter is between the passband and 

the stopband. The frequency ωp denotes the edge of the passband, and the band-edge 

frequency ωs defines the edge of the stopband. So, the difference of ωs and ωp is the 

width of the transition band, i.e. ωt= ωs- ωp.  

 

   The ripple in the passband of the filter is denoted as δp, and the magnitude of the 

filter varies from 1-δp to 1+ δp. δs is the ripple in the stopband. Usually we use a 
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logarithmic scale to show the frequency response, hence, the ripple in the passband is 

20log10δp dB, and the ripple in the stopband is 20log10δs dB. 

4.1 Window function  

   In this method, a truncated ideal lowpass filter with a certain bandwidth is 

generated, and then we use a chosen window to get certain stopband attenuation. The 

length of filter L can be adjusted to meet a specified roll-off rate in the transition 

band. Let’s start with windowed, truncated lowpass filters, then other kind of filters, 

like highpass, bandpass, and bandstop filters can also be achieved by several 

techniques. 

 

   Any finite-length of the ideal lowpass impulse response may be considered as the 

product of the infinite-length lowpass impulse response and a window function W, 

which has a finite number of contiguous nonzero-valued samples 

  
   (  [   ])

 [   ]
  [   ], 

where L is the window length, M=(L-1)/2, 0≤ n ≤ L-1, and WL[n] is generally a 

function FE[n] which has even symmetry about M defined as  

  [ ]  {
  [ ]             
                           

. 

   The result is a finite-length or truncated lowpass filter. 

 

   We now discuss some of the basic information on standard windows. 

 

(1)The simplest window is the rectangular window R[n], which is defined as  

 [ ]  {
              
                        

. 

(2)The Hanning window is described as 

 [ ]  {
          (

   

   
)           

                                             
  . 

(3)The Hamming window is described as 

 [ ]  {
            (

   

   
)                

                                                  
. 

(4)The Blackman window is described as 

 [ ]  {
           (

   

   
)         (

   

   
)            

                                                                                     
. 

(5)The Kaiser window is described by the formula 
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) )

  ( )
                                 

                                                                       

. 

 

   For n=0:1 :L-1, where L is the window length, M= (L-1)/2, and I0 represents the 

modified Bessel function of the first kind. 

 

Table 4.1 window functions 

Name  Approx L Exact L Mim As, dB 

Rectangular 4π/ωt 1.8π/ωt 21 

Hanning 8π/ωt 6.2π/ωt 44 

Hamming 8π/ωt 6.6π/ωt 53 

Blackman 12π/ωt 11π/ωt 74 

 

4.2 Frequency sampling 

   The frequency sampling method will work in following way, we start in the 

frequency domain, and sample the desired frequency response H(e
jΩ

) with N 

evenly-spaced samples instead of a continuous frequency, and get Hd(k)= 

Hd(e
jΩ

)|Ω=2πk/N, (k=0,1,…, N-1). Then, let H(k)= Hd(k)= Hd(e
jΩ

)|Ω=2πk/N, we get the unit 

impulse response, h(n)=IDFT[H(k)], where IDFT is Inverse Discrete Fourier 

Transform. The inverse DFT then yields an impulse response which will lead to a 

filter whose frequency response the same as that of the specification exactly at the 

location of the frequency samples.  

 

   The advantage of this method is that we can design filters directly in the frequency 

domain, but the disadvantage is that the sampling frequency can only be integer times 

of 2π/N, and we cannot ensure a random cutoff frequency. 

4.3 Optimization  

   Historically, the window function method was the first method for designing 

linear-phase FIR filters. The frequency sampling method and optimized equiripple 

method were developed in the 1970s and have become very popular since then. 

 

   Lacking precise control of the specified frequencies, like ωp and ωs, is the most 

serious disadvantage of the window function method in the design of a lowpass FIR 

filter. The frequency sampling method is better than the window method in the aspect 

that the real-valued frequency response characteristic Hr(ω) is specified, which can be 

either zero or unity at all frequencies, except the transition band. 
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   The Chebyshev approximation method offers completely control of the filter 

requirements. As a result, this method is more preferable than the other two. It is 

based on the Remez exchange algorithm, which minimizes the error with respect to 

the max-norm.  
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5 The FIR filter design based on Matlab 

5.1 The realization of window function method by Matlab 

   We often use command firl and kaiserord in the realization of window function 

in Matlab. Following are some definitions of these two functions. 

 

   Function firl: b=firl(n,Wn, ‘ftype’, window) where  

    n is the order of filter;  

    Wn is cutoff frequency, normalized frequency of 0 and 1, where 1 corresponds to 

the Nyquist frequency. If Wn is a two-element vector, Wn = [w1 w2], then it returns to 

a bandpass filter with a passband from w1 to w2. If Wn is a multi-element vector, Wn 

= [w1 w2 w3 … wn], it returns an order of n multiband filter with bands from 0 to 

w1, w1 to w2, …, wn to 1; 

ftype is the type of filter, for example, ftype=’high’, it represents a highpass 

filter; ftype=’stop’, it represents a stopband filter. The default type is lowpass filter 

when there is no indication; 

window refers to required window, boxcar(n) is rectangular window, hanning(n) 

is Hanning window, hamming(n) is Hamming window, blackman(n) is Blackman 

window, kaiserord(n, beta) is Kaiser window, and the default is Hamming window 

when there is no indication. 

 

   Function kaiserord: [n, Wn, beta, ftype]=kaiserord(f, a, dev, fs) where 

f is a vector, stands for the start and ending point of filter’s transition band; 

a is a vector, stands for the amplitude of specified frequency; 

dev is a vector, the same length with a, represents for the maximum amplitude 

error of each passband and stopband; 

n is the minimum order of filter that can meet the requirements; 

Wn is the cutoff frequency of filter; 

ftype is the type of filter. 

 

(1) Design a lowpass filter using the window function method 

Requirements: 

 Using the Hamming window and the sampling frequency is 2000Hz. 

 Cutoff frequency of passband is 0.1π, and cutoff frequency of stopband is 

0.17π. 

 The passband attenuation is less than or equal to 0.1dB, and the stopband 

attenuation is greater than or equal to 50dB.  

Here, the cutoff frequency is all normalized frequency, we get this from ω=2πf/fs, 

where fs is the sampling frequency. The Matlab codes are in the Appendix part. 
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Figure 5-1 the gain response of lowpass filter using Hamming window 

 

Figure 5-2 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram before filtering 
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Figure 5-3 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram after filtering 

 

   Comparing Figure 5-2 and 5-3, it is easy to see that the input signal is made up of 

two superposition signals with different frequencies. The passband is 0-100 Hz, and 

stopband starts from 170Hz, and there are two frequencies of 100Hz and 200Hz 

needing to be filtered. The signal with frequency of 100Hz which is in the range of 

passband is kept, while the signal with frequency of 200Hz which is in the range of 

stopband is filtered. According to table 4.1, the minimum stopband attenuation values 

for Hamming window is 53dB, which is greater than 50dB, and this result exactly 

meets the requirements. 

 

(2) Design a bandpass filter using the window function method 

Requirements: 

 Using the Kaiser window and the sampling frequency is 8000Hz. 

 Passband cutoff frequency is 0.325π and 0.5525π, and stopband cutoff 

frequency is 0.25π and 0.6025π. 

 The stopband attenuation is greater than or equal to 40dB, and the passband 

and stopband ripple is 0.01. 
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Figure 5-4 the gain response of bandpass filter using Kaiser Window 

 

Figure 5-5 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram before filtering 
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Figure 5-6 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram after filtering 

 

   Comparing figure 5-5 and 5-6, we can see that the input signal is made up of four 

superposition signals with four different frequencies. The passband is from 1300Hz to 

2210Hz, and the stopband is from 0 to 1000Hz and 2410 to 4000Hz. We have four 

signals with frequencies 500, 1500, 2000, and 3000Hz that need to be filtered. In 

figure 5-6, we can easily see that there only two signals with the frequencies of 1500 

and 2000Hz which are in the range of passband kept, while the signals with the 

frequencies of 500 and 3000Hz which are in the range of stopband are filtered. The 

before and after figures indicates the filter I designed really works. 

  

(3) Design a multi-passband filter using the window function method 

Requirements: 

 Using the Kaiser window and the sampling frequency is 200Hz. 

 Passband cutoff frequency is 0.2π, 0.4π, 0.7π, and 0.8π, and stopband cutoff 

frequency is 0.1π, 0.5π, 0.6π, and 0.9π. 

 The stopband attenuation is greater than or equal to 30dB, and the passband 

and stopband ripple is 0.01. 
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Figure 5-7 the gain response of multi-passband filter using Kasier window 

 

Figure 5-8 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram before filtering 
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Figure 5-9 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram after filtering 

 

   In this exercise, there are two passbands and three stopbands, the passbands are 

from 20 to 40Hz and 70 to 80Hz, and stopbands are from 0 to 10, 50 to 60, and 90 to 

200Hz. From figure 5-8, we can see that six superposition signals before filtered, 

whose frequencies are 5, 20, 30, 55, 75, and 95Hz respectively. According figure 5-9, 

it’s obvious to find that only signals with frequencies of 20, 30 and 75Hz which are in 

the range of passbands are kept, while the others are filtered because of the stopbands. 

5.2 The realization of frequency sampling method by Matlab 

(1) Design a lowpass filter using frequency sampling method 

Requirements: 

 Passband cutoff frequency is 0.5π, and stopband cutoff frequency is 0.6π. 

 The stopband attenuation is greater than or equal to 15dB. 
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Figure 5-10 the gain response of lowpass filter using frequency sampling method 

 

Figure 5-11 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram before filtering 
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Figure 5-12 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram after filtering 

 

   From the figures above, we can get the information that the input signal is made 

up of three superposition signals with distinct frequencies. The sampling frequency is 

2000Hz, and the passband is from 0 to 500Hz, so signals with the frequencies of 

100and 300Hz are kept, while that of 700Hz is filtered. 

 

(2) Design a highpass filter using frequency sampling method 

Requirements: 

 Passband cutoff frequency is 0.5π, and stopband cutoff frequency is 0.6π. 

 The stopband attenuation is greater than or equal to 15dB. 
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Figure 5-13 the gain response of highpass filter using the frequency sampling method 

 

Figure 5-14 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram before filtering 
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Figure 5-15 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram after filtering 

 

   From the figures above, we can see that the input signal consists of three 

superposition signals with different frequencies. Since this is a highpass filter, the 

passband is from 500 to 1000Hz, so the signals with frequencies of 700 and 800Hz 

which are in the range of passband are kept, while the signal with frequency of 200 

which is in the stopband is filtered. 

5.3 The realization of Optimized Equiripple Method by Matlab 

   We often use function remez in the optimized equirriple method. 

   Function b=remez(n,f,a,w,’ftype’) where 

    n is the order of filter; 

    f is a vector, it is a positive number between 0and 1; 

    a is a vector, it represents the amplitude in the specified frequency domain; 

    w corresponds to weighted value of each frequency band; 

b is a vector whose length is n+1, and it is the coefficient of filter. 

 

(1)Design equiripple lowpass filter using function Remez  

Requirements: 

  The passband cutoff frequency is 0.5π, stopband cutoff frequency is 0.6π, 
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and the sample frequency is 2000Hz. 

 The stopband attenuation is greater than or equal to 40dB, passband ripple is 

0.1710 and stopband ripple is 0.01. 

 

Figure 5-16 the gain response of euiripple lowpass filter 
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Figure 5-17 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram before filtering 

 

Figure 5-18 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram after filtering 
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   From the figures above, it is easy to see that the input signal is made up of two 

superposition signals with distinct frequencies. The passband is from 0 to 500Hz, and 

the stopband is from 500 to 1000Hz. After filtering, the signal with frequency of 

400Hz is kept, while the signal with frequency of 700Hz which is in the stopband is 

filtered. 

 

(2)Design equiripple bandpass filter using function Remez 

Requirements: 

 The passband cutoff frequency is 0.3π and 0.6π, stopband cutoff frequency is 

0.2π and 0.7π, and the sample frequency is 2000Hz. 

 The stopband attenuation is greater than or equal to 40dB, passband ripple is 

0.1710 and stopband ripple is 0.01. 

 

Figure 5-19 the gain response of equiripple bandpass fiter 
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Figure 5-20 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram before filtering 

 

Figure 5-21 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram after filtering 
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   According the figures above, we can see that the input signal is made up of four 

superposition signals with different frequencies. The passband is from 300 to 600Hz, 

and the stopband is from 0 to 200Hz and 700 to 1000Hz. The signals with frequencies 

400 and 500Hz which are in the range of passband are kept, while the other two 

signals with frequencies 100 and 800Hz are filtered. 

 

(3)Design equiripple bandstop filter using function Remez 

Requirements: 

 The stopband cutoff frequency is 0.3π and 0.6π, the passband cutoff frequency 

is 0.2π and 0.7π, and the sample frequency is 2000Hz. 

 The stopband attenuation is greater than or equal to 15dB, passband ripple is 

0.01 and stopband ripple is 0.1710  

 

Figure 5-22 the gain response of euiripple bandstop fiter 
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Figure 5-23 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram before filtering 

 

Figure 5-24 time-domain and frequency-domain diagram after filtering 
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   From the figures above, we can see that the input signal is made up of four 

superposition signals with different frequencies. The passband is from 0 to 200Hz and 

700 to 1000Hz, and the stopband is from 300 to 600Hz. After filtering, signals with 

the frequencies of 100 and 800 which are in the range of passband are kept, while 

signals with the frequencies of 400 and 500Hz which are in the stopband are filtered. 

5.4 FIR filter with CVX 

The response of the FIR filter is given by  

 ( )  ∑  ( )        
   . 

 

The convex optimization criterion is given by  

   Minimize ‖ ( )‖  or ‖ ( )‖  

   Subject to ‖ (  )‖=1. 

    

   I use CVX to design a filter to achieve optimization. I set the number of samples 

is N=50. So there are 50 samples, and the desired frequency is 2000Hz. The passband 

starts from 1500Hz to 2500Hz, and the stopband starts from 0 to 1500Hz, and 2500Hz 

to 4000Hz. 

 

Figure 5-25 impulse response with CVX ‖ ( )‖  
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Figure 5-26 impulse response with CVX ‖ ( )‖  
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Appendix Matlab code for designing FIR 

filters 

App. 1 Window function method 

f1=100;f2=200;%the frequencies of sines signal that needs filtered 

fs=2000;%sampling frequency 

m=(0.3*f1)/(fs/2);%define tansition bandwidth 

M=round(8/m);%define the window length 

N=M-1;%define the order of filter 

b=fir1(N,0.5*f2/(fs/2));%use the firl function to design a filter 

%Input parameters are respectively the order number and the cutoff 

%frequency of filter 

figure(1) 

[h,f]=freqz(b,1,512);%amplitude-frequency characteristic graph 

plot(f*fs/(2*pi),20*log10(abs(h)))%parameters are respectively 

frequency and amplitude 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('gain/dB');title('The gain response of 

lowpass filter'); 

figure(2) 

subplot(211) 

t=0:1/fs:0.2;%define the time domain and the steplength 

s=sin(2*pi*f1*t)+sin(2*pi*f2*t);%signal before filtering 

plot(t,s);%plot the signal graph before filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram before 

filtering'); 

axis([0 0.1 -2 2]); 

subplot(212) 

Fs=fft(s,512);%transform the signal to frequency domain 

AFs=abs(Fs);%take the amplitude 

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFs(1:256));%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram before filtering'); 

figure(3) 

sf=filter(b,1,s);%use filter function to filter  

subplot(211) 

plot(t,sf)%plot the signal graph after filtering 
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xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram after 

filtering'); 

axis([0.1 0.2 -2 2]); 

subplot(212) 

Fsf=fft(sf,512);%frequency-domain diagram after filtering 

AFsf=abs(Fsf);%the amplitude  

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFsf(1:256))%plot the frequency domain diagram after filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram after filtering'); 

 

(2) Design a bandpass filter using the window function method 

Rs=0.01;fs=8000;%sample frequency 

fcuts=[1000 1300 2210 2410];a=[0 1 0]; 

dev=Rs*ones(1,length(a)); 

[M,Wc,beta,ftype]=kaiserord(fcuts,a,dev,fs); 

%M is the minimum order of filter that meets the requirements 

%Wc is cutoff frequency  

M=mod(M,2)+M; 

window=Kaiser(M+1,beta); 

b=fir1(M,Wc,ftype,window); 

[h,f]=freqz(b,1,512);%amplitude-frequency characteristic diagram 

%[H,W]=freqz(B,A,N) when N is an integer, function returns to N frequency 

%vector and amplitude-frequency response vector 

figure(1) 

plot(f*fs/(2*pi),20*log10(abs(h)))% parameters are respectively 

frequecy and amplitude 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('gain/dB');title('The gain response of 

bandpass filter'); 

f1=500;f2=1500;f3=2000;f4=3000;%frequencies of sines signal that needs 

filtered 

t=(0:200)/fs;%define the time steplength 

t1=(0.002:0.00001:0.006); 

s=sin(2*f1*pi*t)+sin(2*f2*pi*t)+sin(2*f3*pi*t)+sin(2*f4*pi*t); 

s1=sin(2*f1*pi*t1)+sin(2*f2*pi*t1)+sin(2*f3*pi*t1)+sin(2*f4*pi*t1); 

sf=filter(b,1,s);%use function filter 

figure(2) 

subplot(211) 

plot(t1,s1);%plot the diagram before filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram before 

filtering'); 

subplot(212) 
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Fs=fft(s,512);AFs=abs(Fs);f=fs/512*(0:255); 

plot(f,AFs(1:256));%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram before filtering'); 

figure(3) 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,sf)%plot the diagram after filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram after 

filtering'); 

axis([0.005 0.025 -4 4]); 

subplot(212) 

Fsf=fft(sf,512);%frequency-domain diagram after filtering 

AFsf=abs(Fsf);%the amplitude  

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFsf(1:256))%plot the frequency domain diagram after filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram after filtering'); 

 

(3) Design a multi-passband filter using the window function method 

Rs=0.01;fs=200;%sample frequency 

fcuts=[10 20 40 50 60 70 80 90];a=[0,1,0,1,0]; 

dev=Rs*ones(1,length(a)); 

[M,Wc,beta,ftype]=kaiserord(fcuts,a,dev,fs); 

M=mod(M,2)+M;window=Kaiser(M+1,beta);b=fir1(M,Wc,ftype,window); 

[h,f]=freqz(b,1,512);%amplitude-frequency characteristic graph 

figure(1) 

plot(f*fs/(2*pi),20*log10(abs(h)))%parameters are respectively 

frequency and amplitude 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('gain/dB');title('The gain response of 

multi-passband filter'); 

f1=5;f2=20;f3=30;f4=55;f5=75;f6=95;%frequencies of sines signal that 

needs filtered 

t=(0:200)/fs;%define the time steplength 

s1=sin(2*f1*pi*t)+sin(2*f2*pi*t)+sin(2*f3*pi*t); 

s=s1+sin(2*f4*pi*t)+sin(2*f5*pi*t)+sin(2*f6*pi*t);%the signal before 

filtering 

sf=filter(b,1,s);%use function filter 

figure(2) 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,s);%plot the diagram before filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram before 

filtering'); 
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subplot(212) 

Fs=fft(s,512);AFs=abs(Fs);f=fs/512*(0:255); 

plot(f,AFs(1:256));%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram before filtering'); 

figure(3) 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,sf)%plot the diagram after filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram after 

filtering'); 

subplot(212) 

Fsf=fft(sf,512); AFsf=abs(Fsf);%the amplitude 

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFsf(1:256))%plot the frequency domain diagram after filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram after filtering'); 

 

App. 2 Frequency sampling method 

(1)Design a lowpass filter using frequency sampling method 

M=63; Wp=0.5*pi;%the number of samples and the passband cutoff frequency 

m=0:(M+1)/2; Wm=2*pi*m./(M+1);%the sampling points and the stopband 

cutoff frequency 

mtr=floor(Wp*(M+1)/(2*pi))+2;%round to negative 

part,i.e.floor(3.5)=3;floor(-3.2)=-4 

Ad=[Wm<=Wp];Ad(mtr)=0.38; 

Hd=Ad.*exp(-j*0.5*M*Wm);%define frequency-domain sampling vector H(k) 

Hd=[Hd conj(fliplr(Hd(2:(M+1)/2)))]; 

%fliplr is to realize the fliplr of matrix and conj 

h=real(ifft(Hd));% h(n)=IDFT[H(k) 

w=linspace(0,pi,1000);%get 1000 row vectors between 0 and pi 

H=freqz(h,[1],w);%the amplitude -frequency characteristic diagram of the 

filter 

figure(1) 

plot(w/pi,20*log10(abs(H)));%parameters are respectively  the 

normalized frequency and amplitude 

xlabel('the normailzed frequency');ylabel('gian/dB');title('The gain 

response of lowpass filter'); 

axis([0 1 -50 0.5]); 

f1=100;f2=300;f3=700;fs=2000;%the frequencies of sines signal that needs 

filtered and the sample frequency 

figure(2) 
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subplot(211) 

t=0:1/fs:0.25;%define the time domain and steplength 

s=sin(2*pi*f1*t)+sin(2*pi*f2*t)+sin(2*pi*f3*t);%signal before 

filtering  

plot(t,s);%plot the diagram before filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram before 

filtering'); 

subplot(212) 

Fs=fft(s,512); AFs=abs(Fs);%transform to the frequency domain 

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFs(1:256));%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram before filtering'); 

figure(3) 

sf=filter(h,1,s);%use function filter 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,sf)%plot the diagram after filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram after 

filtering') 

axis([0.2 0.25 -2 2]);%set the range of image coordinates 

subplot(212) 

Fsf=fft(sf,512); AFsf=abs(Fsf);%frequency-domain and the amplitude 

diagram 

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFsf(1:256))%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram after filtering'); 

 

(2) Design a highpass filter using frequency sampling method 

M=32;%the number of samples 

Wp=0.6*pi;%passband cutoff frequency 

m=0:M/2;%the sampling points 

Wm=2*pi*m./(M+1);%stopband cutoff frequency 

mtr=ceil(Wp*(M+1)/(2*pi));%round to positive 

part,i.e.ceil(3.5)=4;ceil(-3.2)=-3; 

Ad=[Wm>=Wp]; 

Ad(mtr)=0.28; 

Hd=Ad.*exp(-j*0.5*M*Wm);%define frequency-domain sampling vector H(k)) 

Hd=[Hd conj(fliplr(Hd(2:M/2+1)))]; 

%fliplr is to realize the fliplr of matrix and conj is the conjugate 

h=real(ifft(Hd));%h(n)=IDFT[H(k)] 

w=linspace(0,pi,1000);%get 1000 row vectors between 0 and pi 
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H=freqz(h,[1],w);%the amplitude -frequency characteristic diagram of the 

filter 

figure(1) 

plot(w/pi,20*log10(abs(H)));%parameters are respectively  the 

noemalized frequency and amplitude 

xlabel('the normailzed frequency');ylabel('gian/dB');title('The gain 

response of highpass filter'); 

axis([0 1 -50 0]); 

f1=200;f2=700;f3=800;%the frequencies of sines signal that needs filtered 

fs=2000;%the sample frequency 

figure(2) 

subplot(211) 

t=0:1/fs:0.25;%define the time domain and steplength 

s=sin(2*pi*f1*t)+sin(2*pi*f2*t)+sin(2*pi*f3*t);%signal before 

filtering 

plot(t,s);%plot the diagram before filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram before 

filtering'); 

subplot(212) 

Fs=fft(s,512);%transform to the frequency domain 

AFs=abs(Fs);%the amplitude  

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFs(1:256));%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram before filtering'); 

figure(3) 

sf=filter(h,1,s);%use function filter 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,sf)%plot the diagram after filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram after 

filtering') 

axis([0.2 0.25 -2 2]);%set the range of image coordinates 

subplot(212) 

Fsf=fft(sf,512);AFsf=abs(Fsf); 

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFsf(1:256))%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram after filtering'); 

App. 3 optimized euiripple method 

(1) Design equiripple lowpass filter using function Remez 

fs=2000;%the sample frequency 
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rp=3;%passband ripple 

rs=40;%stopband ripple 

f=[500 600];%cutoff frequency 

a=[1 0];%desired amplitude 

dev=[(10^(rp/20)-1)/(10^(rp/20)+1) 10^(-rs/20)]; 

[n,fo,ao,w]=remezord(f,a,dev,fs); 

%function remezord returns to parameter n and it stand for the order of 

%filter 

%when the number of frequency band is B, f,a,dev are vectors with 2B-2,B,B 

%elements respectively. 

b=remez(n,fo,ao,w);%The return number of function Remez is the order of 

n-order filter. 

%fo,ao are vectors with 2B elements, represent boundary frequencies 

%and amplitude in B frequencies band. 

%w is a vector with B elements, represents weighted value of each 

%frequency band. 

figure(1) 

freqz(b,1,1024,fs);%the characteristic diagram of the filter 

f1=400;f2=700;%the frequencies of sines signal that needs filtered 

t=0:1/fs:0.1;%define the time domain and steplength 

s=sin(2*pi*f1*t)+sin(2*pi*f2*t);%signal before filtering 

figure(2) 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,s);%plot the diagram before filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram before 

filtering'); 

subplot(212) 

Fs=fft(s,512);%transform to the frequency domain 

AFs=abs(Fs);%the amplitude  

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFs(1:256));%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram before filtering'); 

figure(3) 

figure(3) 

sf=filter(b,1,s);%use function filter 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,sf)%plot the diagram after filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram after 

filtering') 

subplot(212) 

Fsf=fft(sf,512);AFsf=abs(Fsf); 
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f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFsf(1:256))%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram after filtering'); 

 

(2) Design equiripple bandpass filter using function Remez 

fs=2000;%the sample frequency 

rp=3;%passband ripple 

rs=40;%stopband ripple 

f=[200 300 600 700];%cutoff frequency 

a=[0 1 0];%desired amplitude 

dev=[10^(-rs/20) (10^(rp/20)-1)/(10^(rp/20)+1) 10^(-rs/20)]; 

[n,fo,ao,w]=remezord(f,a,dev,fs);  

b=remez(n,fo,ao,w); 

figure(1) 

freqz(b,1,1024,fs);%the characteristic diagram of the filter 

f1=100;f2=400;f3=500;f4=800;%the frequencies of sines signal that needs 

filtered 

t=0:1/fs:0.1;%define the time domain and steplength 

s=sin(2*pi*f1*t)+sin(2*pi*f2*t)+sin(2*pi*f3*t)+sin(2*pi*f4*t);%signal 

before filtering 

figure(2) 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,s);%plot the diagram before filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram before 

filtering'); 

subplot(212) 

Fs=fft(s,512);%transform to the frequency domain 

AFs=abs(Fs);%the amplitude  

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFs(1:256));%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram before filtering'); 

figure(3) 

sf=filter(b,1,s);%use function filter 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,sf)%plot the diagram after filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram after 

filtering') 

subplot(212) 

Fsf=fft(sf,512);AFsf=abs(Fsf); 

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 
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plot(f,AFsf(1:256))%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram after filtering'); 

 

(3) Design equiripple bandstop filter using function Remez 

fs=2000;%the sample frequency 

rp=3;%passband ripple 

rs=40;%stopband ripple 

f=[200 300 600 700];%cutoff frequency 

a=[1 0 1];%desired amplitude 

dev=[10^(-rs/20) (10^(rp/20)-1)/(10^(rp/20)+1) 10^(-rs/20)]; 

[n,fo,ao,w]=remezord(f,a,dev,fs);  

b=remez(n,fo,ao,w);  

figure(1) 

freqz(b,1,1024,fs);%the characteristic diagram of the filter 

f1=100;f2=400;f3=500;f4=800;%the frequencies of sines signal that needs 

filtered 

t=0:1/fs:0.1;%define the time domain and steplength 

s=sin(2*pi*f1*t)+sin(2*pi*f2*t)+sin(2*pi*f3*t)+sin(2*pi*f4*t);%signal 

before filtering 

figure(2) 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,s);%plot the diagram before filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram before 

filtering'); 

subplot(212) 

Fs=fft(s,512);%transform to the frequency domain 

AFs=abs(Fs);%the amplitude  

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFs(1:256));%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 

xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram before filtering'); 

figure(3) 

sf=filter(b,1,s);%use function filter 

subplot(211) 

plot(t,sf)%plot the diagram after filtering 

xlabel('time/s');ylabel('amplitude');title('Time-domain diagram after 

filtering') 

subplot(212) 

Fsf=fft(sf,512);AFsf=abs(Fsf); 

f=(0:255)*fs/512;%frequency sampling 

plot(f,AFsf(1:256))%plot the frequency domain diagram before filtering 
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xlabel('frequency/Hz');ylabel('amplitude');title('Frequency-domain 

diagram after filtering'); 

App. 4 FIR filter with CVX 

% Digital FIR filter design by convex optimization 

clear 

N=50; % Size of digial FIR filter 

fs=8000; % sampling frequency (Hz) 

% Define stopband (Hz) 

fs1=0; 

fs2=1500; 

fs3=2500; 

fs4=4000; 

Omegas1=2*pi*fs1/fs; % normalized  

Omegas2=2*pi*fs2/fs; % normalized  

Omegas3=2*pi*fs3/fs; % normalized  

Omegas4=2*pi*fs4/fs; % normalized   

% Define passband (Hz) 

fp=2000;  

Omegap=2*pi*fp/fs; % normalized   

dOmega=pi/400; % step size in frequency domain 

% Define stopband domain 

Omegas=[Omegas1:dOmega:Omegas2 Omegas3:dOmega:Omegas4];  

% Define whole domain 

Omega=0:dOmega:pi; 

As=exp(-i*(0:N-1)'*Omegas); % response matrix for stopband 

Bs=As.'; % Transpose  

Ap=exp(-i*(0:N-1)'*Omegap); % response vector for passband 

Bp=Ap.'; % Transpose 

A=exp(-i*(0:N-1)'*Omega); % response matrix for whole domain 

B=A.'; %Transpose  

%CVX 

% cvx_setup 

cvx_begin 

%cvx_solver sedumi 

    variable h(N) 

    minimize( norm(Bs*h,2) ) %minimize( norm(Bs*h,Inf) ) 

    subject to 

       real(Bp) * h == real(exp(-i*Omegap*(N-1)/2)) 

       imag(Bp) * h == imag(exp(-i*Omegap*(N-1)/2)) 

cvx_end 

figure(1) 
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plot(fs*Omega/(2*pi),20*log10(abs(B*h))) 

axis([0 fs/2 -110 10]) 
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